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We deposit a laser-collimated chromium beam onto a substrate through a laser standing-wave~SW!
tuned above the atomic resonance at either of the two52Cr transitions7S3→7P3

o at 427.600 nm or
7S3→7P4

o at 425.553 nm. In both of these cases, the resulting pattern on the surface consists of
nanolines with a period of that of the SW. We extend the range of periods accessible to laser-focused
atom deposition by superimposing the structures grown at both these resonances. The resulting
beating pattern exhibits a period of 44.4660.04mm as determined with a polarizing optical
microscope. This structure provides a link between nanoscopic and macroscopic worlds and could
potentially become a calibration standard for length metrology. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1485104#

Atoms from an atom beam, when they interact with a
far-off-resonant laser standing-wave~SW!, experience a spa-
tially varying potential with a period of that of the SW.1

Depending on whether the laser frequency is tuned above or
below an atomic resonance, the potential minima are either
located in the troughs or crests of the light intensity, respec-
tively. As the atoms pass through a potential minimum in the
SW, they experience a focusing action similar to what light
experiences in a lens. A laser SW can therefore be used to
focus an atom beam into an array of lines or dots. A substrate
can then be placed into the modulated atom beam and, by so
doing, nanostructures can be grown.

The first demonstration of this use of light for direct
writing with atoms was done by Timpet al.2 who reported
experiments with neutral sodium atoms. Subsequently, Mc-
Clelland et al.3 produced chromium nanostructures. Later,
Guptaet al.4 demonstrated that a square lattice of equidis-
tantly spaced features can be produced by superimposing
two laser SWs at a normal angle. Drodofskyet al.5 fabri-
cated nanostructures with a hexagonal symmetry by crossing
three laser beams at mutual angles of 120°. Also, aluminum,6

directly, and cesium,7 via lithography with a self-assembled
monolayer as the resist, were used for making nanolines.
More complicated periodic patterns may be written by mov-
ing the substrate or by using more complex laser field pat-
terns. The latter approach has been adopted recently. Gupta
et al.,8 when working with two counter-propagating laser
beams with mutually orthogonal linear polarizations, fabri-
cated lines with a period ofl/8. Brezgeret al.9 extended this
polarization-gradient approach to two dimensions.

In this letter, we describe an experiment with a chro-
mium beam that is focused in a one-dimensional laser SW to
form periodic nanolines. In addition to the7S3→7P4

o (J53
→4) transition of the dominant isotope52Cr at a vacuum
wavelength of 425.553 nm that has been employed in all
atom-optical experiments with chromium so far,3–5,8,9 we

also make use of the7S3→7P3
o (J53→3) transition at

427.600 nm. After demonstrating laser-focused nanofabrica-
tion at both these resonances separately, we fabricate a beat-
ing pattern with a measured period of 44.4660.04mm by
subsequent depositions onto the same pad on the substrate.

For the experiment presented here, laser light tunable
around 425 nm was obtained by frequency doubling the out-
put of a titanium-doped sapphire laser in an external en-
hancement doubling cavity.10 The chromium beam was pro-
duced from a high-temperature effusion cell held at 1900 K.
It was subsequently collimated by means of laser cooling11 to
reduce the transverse velocity spread of the atoms. The full
width at half maximum~FWHM! divergence angle following
laser collimation of the atom beam was 0.5–0.6 mrad for
depositions atJ53→3 and 0.2–0.3 mrad for those atJ53
→4.12 This laser-collimated beam was deposited through a
laser SW, which was tuned 200 MHz above the involved
atomic transition by an acousto-optical modulator, onto a
glass substrate coated with a 100 nm thick layer of indium
tin oxide ~ITO!. In spite of the fact that its surface is some-
what granular, ITO was chosen because of its conductivity
~required for eventual electron microscopy studies! and op-
tical transparency. Three patches of chromium nanolines
with an approximate size of 1.5 mm across and 0.5 mm
along the lines were grown onto the substrate. The first and
second depositions were carried out at theJ53→3 andJ
53→4 transitions, respectively, and lasted for 7 min~corre-
sponding to an average film thickness of roughly 3 nm!. The
third patch is a result of subsequent depositions at the two
respective transitions. The deposition time was 7 min for
each transition. The laser SW was created upon retroreflec-
tion of a Gaussian laser beam from anin vacuomirror. This
laser beam was focused to a 1/e2 intensity radius of approxi-
mately 100mm and contained a power of 2563 mW for
depositions atJ53→3 and 1562 mW for those atJ53
→4.13 The polarization of the SW beam was linear and nor-
mal to the substrate surface, which was located at the center
of the SW beam and was parallel to it to within 0.2 mrad.a!Electronic mail: ejurdik@sci.kun.nl
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During depositions the vacuum pressure was about 1025 Pa
(1027 mbar).

Atomic force microscope~AFM! images of the struc-
tures grown atJ53→3 and J53→4 are shown in Figs.
1~a! and 1~b!, respectively. Although the surface appears
fairly rough because of ITO grains, periodic modulation due
to laser-focused chromium is clearly present. In order to ob-
tain the structure profile, the raw AFM data were averaged
over 2 mm along the lines. These profiles are shown in the
insets of Fig. 1. The FWHM structure width~measured
above the background! is 70–80 nm for the deposition atJ
53→3 and 35–40 nm for that atJ53→4. The difference
in the widths~a factor of 2! is commensurate with the differ-
ence in the FWHM divergence angles of the atom beam for
the two respective depositions. This result can be explained
by analogy with optical imagery: the image size of a distant
object scales linearly with the divergence of the light enter-
ing the imaging system.14

The structures from Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! exhibit a period
of l/2, wherel5427.600 nm and 425.553 nm, respectively.
Therefore, slow modulation with a periodL544.45mm is
expected when these two structures are superimposed by
subsequent depositions. In Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! AFM images
of the beating pattern obtained in this manner are shown.
These two AFM scans were displaced by approximately 21
mm measured across the lines. They represent areas where
the two SWs were nearly out of phase and nearly in phase,
respectively. This is more clearly demonstrated by the insets
in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! that show the structure profile averaged
over 2mm along the lines. We note that the beating pattern
from Fig. 2 is not a result of simple addition of the two
structures from Fig. 1. This may be due to surface growth
and diffusion effects that cause feature broadening for in-
creased coverage.15

An image of the beating sample placed at 45° between a
polarizer and a crossed analyzer in a transmission optical
microscope with white light illumination is shown in Fig.
2~c!. The sample appears as a periodic pattern of alternating
dark and bright stripes because laser-focused nanolines act as
a polarizer with extinction capability on the order of 1%.
They are for light somewhat similar to what a grating polar-
izer is for far-infrared and radio waves.16 In order to demon-
strate the polarizing action, we measured the light intensity
I (w) in the minima and maxima of the beating pattern as a
function of the azimuthal anglew of the sample. The result is

shown in Fig. 3. It is seen thatI (w) follows the expected
dependenceI (w)}sin2(2w).

We determined the average beating periodL as follows.
First, the relative uncertainty ofL across the whole 1.5
30.5 mm chromium patch was evaluated to 0.05%. Second,
the distance 26L was determined to 115661 mm by making
use of a calibration standard—a lithography mask with two
strip lines separated by 117161 mm ~note that the measure-
ment uncertainty was negligible compared with the stated
uncertainty of the artifact!. These results then implyL
544.4660.04mm. Within the indicated uncertainty, this pe-
riod agrees with our expectation of 44.45mm. We note here
that the aforementioned uncertainty of the beating period
is instrumental; it is linked to the accuracy of our measure-
ment tools—the lithography mask as well as the microscope
camera. We believe the accuracy of the period may be much
higher than this. Preliminary theoretical considerations
indicate an uncertainty of the average pitch of chromium

FIG. 1. AFM scans of laser-focused Cr nanolines on an ITO substrate.
Depositions carried out at theJ53→3 ~a! and J53→4 ~b! transitions.
Insets: Profiles averaged over 2mm along the lines.

FIG. 2. Superimposed depositions at theJ53→3 andJ53→4 transitions.
~a!, ~b! AFM scans at the nearly out-of-phase~a! and nearly in-phase~b!
regions. Insets in~a!, ~b!: Profiles averaged over 2mm along the lines.~c!
Optical microscope image obtained in transmission. The sample was placed
at 45° between a polarizer and a crossed analyzer. Inset in~c!: Intensity
profile averaged over 0.3 mm along the lines.

FIG. 3. Analysis of the beating pattern in a transmission optical microscope.
The sample was placed between a polarizer and a crossed analyzer. Light
intensityI (w) at the in-phase~intensity maxima! and out-of-phase~intensity
minima! regions as a function of the azimuthw of the sample. Squares—
data points, lines—I (w)}sin2(2w).
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nanolines in the range of 40 parts-per-million~ppm!.17 This
uncertainty is largely systematic, being due to a misalign-
ment of the experiment, characteristics of both the atom
beam and the SW laser beam, and mechanical as well as
thermal properties of the substrate material. Assuming this
uncertainty for the nanolines and making the reasonable as-
sumption that both depositions are subject to the same sys-
tematic error, we anticipate an uncertainty of better than 50
ppm ~corresponding to 2 nm! for the beating period. It
should be emphasized, however, that a more thorough inves-
tigation is required to completely explore the error budget
and to determine the true uncertainty of all the three involved
periods.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated laser-focused
nanofabrication with a chromium beam at the two transitions
from the atomic ground state of52Cr, 7S3 , to both the7P3

o

and 7P4
o excited states at 427.600 nm and 425.553 nm, re-

spectively. We have shown that subsequent depositions onto
the same pad on the substrate result in a beating pattern with
a measured period of 44.4660.04mm. It is clearly resolved
by both an AFM and a polarizing optical microscope. In the
latter case, a highly uniform, periodic light intensity profile
indicates extreme coherence of the deposition process. This
feature of the technique, combined with the fact that the
frequency of the SW is strictly referenced to an atomic reso-
nance, makes laser-focused nanolines attractive for length
metrology. The patterning by the beating of two atomic reso-
nances then provides the means of extending the laser-
focused nanofabrication technique to large periods, while
still maintaining nanoscale surface modulation. A single
sample could hence be applied for calibration of a wide va-
riety of microscopies, ranging from scanning probe to elec-
tron to optical.
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